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This poster describes how 
usage data are currently 
gathered for material within the 
OAKTrust repository. It focuses 
on file downloads, shows the 
scope and limitations of data 
gathering tools, and identifies 
directions for improvement.
Rationale
Tool Metric Scope
“Bitstream/File 
visits”
• Built-in log analysis tracks visits to 
each file in an item. 
• Available to users on item “Statistics” 
pages. 
• Concern: Poor bot filtering.
“DSpace 
downloads”
• Weekly scrape of Dspace item 
“Statistics” pages aggregates all file 
visits by item. 
• Available to users in widget on item 
pages. 
• Concern: Lag; Poor bot filtering.
Download 
“Events”
• Code on repository pages tracks file 
visits. 
• Available to administrators through 
login. 
• Concern: Limited to clicks from 
within repository.
“Citable content 
downloads” 
• Automatically gathers and stores 
Google Search Console data. Allows 
for comparison to other institutions. 
• Available to administrators through 
login. 
• Concern: Limited to downloads from 
Google Search properties.
Usage data help to quantify 
the impact and value of 
institutional repositories (IRs). 
File downloads over time are a 
metric indicating user interest, 
and intent to interact with IR 
material.  
• 
Despite having multiple tools 
to track downloads, robot (bot) 
traffic and different methods 
for counting downloads make 
accurate and comprehensive 
data difficult to acquire and 
display to users. 
• 
Multiple tools and institutional 
resources can be combined to 
improve usage data.
• Regularly update list of known 
bots. 
• Contribute to updating existing 
add-ons or developing new 
statistics features. 
• Currently also gathers logs, 
collaborate to include analysis 
a n d a d d i t i o n a l l o g i c f o r 
identifying bots. 
• Extract, consolidate, and display 
download counts from Google 
Analyt ics "Events" and the 
Google Search Console.
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